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Crown daisy
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Crown daisy
(Glebionis coronaria)

Mature Size  Knee

Description
- Up to 2½ ft. annual with ferny foliage and characteristic daisy-shaped flowers
- Flowers are up to 2½ in. wide and have bright to pale yellow, sometimes white-tipped petals
- Alternate, feathery, aromatic leaves are up to 4 in. long, deeply divided and branching
- Stems erect and hairless
- Leaves, flowers, and seeds give off a pleasant chamomile scent
- All plant parts are edible
- Reproduces by seed
- Spread by roads, horticulture, ants, wildlife, waterfowl, and livestock
- Native to the Mediterranean region and East Asia

Bloom Period  Mar - Jul

Habitat  Riparian, coastal regions, disturbed sites

2-Minute Removal  Pull
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